SEPTEMBER 2009
THIS MONTH
Welcome to the seventh edition of The Romsey Modeller. Once again it is packed full of great modelling
articles generously created by our club members (in particular Russell and Paul).
I must say I think it has been an excellent few months for the club, the “Build a Model” day was very well
attended and the feedback I have received has been very positive. The last meeting included a very interesting
talk from Pete Smith of the Salisbury club, I for one learnt a lot. Thank you Pete, for making the very long
journey to share your knowledge.
The club attendance is well up on last year, we haven’t seemed to suffer our normal seasonal dip. With the
forthcoming visit to Bovington I feel that club membership is now offering some very tangible benefits.
Paul mentioned our ambition to host our own model show at our last meeting, this is something that obviously
needs much more discussion but I think is now the natural next step in the clubs development.
Right what’s in this issue? Russell has been a star , writing about his Nissan skyline, his Stub B and his gory
modelling injury, I hope every one will learn from his misfortune (and not be such a pratt!).
Paul has contributed a piece on his latest bike and the IPMS Avon Show whilst I have documented by Bristol
fighter, the Bournemouth Air festival and the Build a model day.
I was worried that this issue would be considerably thinner than recent, but I have been proved wrong…
enjoy
Tony…
P.S. Warning I’m touting for sponsorship for my attempt of the Great South Run, full details within…

This is the newsletter of Romsey Modellers a multitalented group of plastic modellers based in Southern
Hampshire. We cater for all modelling genres and skill levels from beginners to well seasoned gurus.
We meet on the 3rd Wednesday of the month from 8pm to 10pm in Ampfield, Hampshire, where we often
run workshops and club competitions but more importantly have a good chat about our hobby. We also
attend most of the local model shows, where we exhibit our member’s completed projects.
We have an open door policy so if you want to sample how we can help you get more out of your hobby or
just come and have a friendly discussion (tea and biscuits provided) please feel free to turn up – see the last
page for details or visit our web site

www.romseymodellers.co.uk
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CLUB NEWS
A VISIT TO BOVINGTON
I have contacted Bovington Tank Museum to book a group tour for our visit to on Saturday 3rd October , I am
still waiting for confirmation on whether a tour will be available . We will arrange car sharing etc at our next
meeting.

MODEL SHOWS
Next Saturday (19th) is the IPMS Farnborough show, which was thoroughly enjoyable last year and well
attended by the public and vendors alike. We have 12 foot of table space, volunteers will be corralled at our
next meeting.
The Fleet Air Arm Museum (Yeovilton) autumn show is on 17th October (before the October meeting) so stand
manning for this will be on the agenda at the next club meeting.
We will also probably attend the Museum of Army Flying Model Show at Middle Wallop on 22nd November.
Finally we have been invited to the inaugural IPMS Newbury show next year (28th March). If their web site
http://www.newburyscalemodelclub.org.uk/ (which I think is the best on the web) is anything to go by this will
be definitely one for the diaries.
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MODEL IN A DAY: 6TH SEPTEMBER 2009 BY TONY ADAMS
This year saw the inaugural "Build a model in a day" event. with 15 club members accepting the challenge to
create a modelling masterpiece in just 7 ½ hours (or 6 hours for those that either couldn't get out of bed or
went to the pub at lunch time!).
Many participants arrived with the proverbial kitchen sink
included in their modelling equipment. After a quick group
photo we were off.
There was a good variety of kits under way: aircraft, ships,
tanks and cars. Roger was even trying a 1/48 Eduard
Wildcat.
Time flew by , and the concentration in the hall was
intense, the silence only being punctuated by the sound of
rubbing down, the gentle blast of airbrushes and outbursts
of swearing (mainly by myself) when things didn't go to plan. In some ways I found the experience quite
stressful and made some schoolboy errors trying to speed things up.
A number of participants had the confidence to turn up after 10am
but they may have regretted the decision as the afternoon drew to a
close. The last hour seemed to flash by. I was desperately trying to
complete on time , it is the first time I have ever dipped a whole
decal sheet in water in order to speed up the process.
By 4:30 pm we had quite an impressive set of mainly completed
models. We didn't have time to judge the results, which will now be
deferred to our next meeting (Please remember to bring them along).
Name
Tony Adams
Richard Steward
Les Cooper
Les Cooper
Russell Eden

Model
Hobby Boss 1/72 P‐39 Aircobra
1/144 Sabre
1/32 Airfix McLaren Mercedes
1/72 Hasegawa ?
Fairlady 240Z

Completed
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

Dale Koppi
Ben Short
Vic Short
Paul Guppy
Keith Farmer
Keith Trotman
Phil Butler
Karol Wicinski
Caitlin Adams
Roger Doswell
Malcolm Paton Grant

1/700 Tamiya Ship??
1/72 IDS MIG 23S Flooder
1/72 Hasegawa Mitsubishi Zero
1/72 Revell M60a3
Italeri Mangusta A129 helicopter
1/72 Airfix Grumman F6F‐3 Hellcat
1/72 King Cobra?
Italeri Super Puma
Sweet 1/144 Wildcat
Eduard 1/48 Hellcat
1/35 Tiger

Yes
No
No
Yes (ish)
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
Yes(ish)
No
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FEEDBACK ON THE DAY
RICHARD STEWART
I was looking forward to this event due to the fact that I do not have enough time to devote to this great
hobby but the deal was £20.00 to keep the wife & kids happy at Lake Side railway and to arrange Sunday
evenings lunch for all the family including the mother in law!!
The model was cheap though a 1/144 scale Trumpeter
F‐86 from Hannants at less than a fiver. I had the idea
to use kitchen foil to instead of paint as I’ve had some
very favourable results on a Minicraft 1/144 scale B29.
The kit itself considering it was such a small scale did
come with some nice detail which included detailed
nose wheel well and air brake interiors. The cockpit
was fairly sparse with a flight stick and smooth
instrument panel and seat, but a definite plus was the
canopy was in two parts.
The instructions were easy to follow but its only down side is that it did not mention to add weight to the nose
if gear down. So I had a tail dragger!!
I soon remedied this by putting lead weight in the nose wheel well but this hid the detail.
The foil went on well using the Microscale foil adhesive but the thickness of it on such a small scale was
making life difficult and luckily Les saw my plight and introduced me to self adhesive Bare Metal foil, this was a
lot easier to use with a better finish than the household variety. It did contrast well with the ‘normal’ foil on
the fuselage to the Bare Metal foiled wings. Thanks Les I am now converted!!
I managed to finish the model before the end of play and I must say it was a most enjoyable day with great
company……I’m looking forward to the next one?

KEITH FARMER
A very interesting day. I built the Italeri Mangusta A129 helicopter,
my first since the original Airfix Roterdyne. The model went
together quite well although I did find the rear bulkhead still in the
box when I finished. The model was 99% finished except for the
decals which did not seem to have a carrier film and fell apart!
The expected problems arose, paint and Klear not drying hard
enough to handle and the light not being very good for masking the
canopy. I masked mine outside in the end. The model also took a
test flight from the roof of my car where I was trying to dry it. Next time I think I will do a single seat jet, no
propellers and half the cockpit!

VIC SHORT
Great photos and a really good day I thought. Quite enjoyable if a
bit tense as time started to trickle away. As you know, not helped
by an argument with my airbrush (down to my ineptitude with this
tool I might add) I didn't get finished.
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Interestingly, though, a model I was about to ditch has now given me
a few hours of pleasure and will get completed (Good job I haven't
had time to do any more really by the sound of it!). Unfortunately,
Ben was so enthused that he finished the MiG 23 on Monday! I'll
bring it along anyway.
I think what struck me about the day was just how quiet a group so
large can be when the concentration chips are down.
Great stuff. Really fun, which is what modelling should be and what sometimes, I think, we all tend to forget.

ROGER DOSWELL
My kit was the 1/48 Eduard Hellcat (weekend edition). Definitely a must d
o again event, thanks to all those who got it up and running. opps! have
just added extra weathering to it, but no extra parts

PAUL GUPPY
Model : Revell 1:72 M60a3: Fully built plus base coat and first colour, A
great event and I would do it again :)
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IPMS AVON MODEL SHOW BY PAUL ADAMS
Sunday 23rd August saw the 20th annual IPMS Avon show. Despite its popularity I’ve never been in all these
years. An invite from the guys at Les Garagistes was enough to tempt me along for what was my 7th show of
2009. A short 1 ¼ hour drive across the M4 found me at Yate near Bristol. The leisure centre is about 5
minutes from the motorway turning and easy to find….with sat nav!
I immediately met up with Alex from the club upon entering the brightly lit and spacious hall after being
guided by an Avon club member as I went in. Very good!! Our 12 foot double depth table was pretty much set
up when I got there and so it was just a case of getting my 8 or so models out and arranging the display. For
the club display this time out there was no theme so the table was covered with F1, sports cars, bikes and rally
cars. The centre piece is the new club flag and bearing the new website name ‘Garagiste Land’, complete with
signatures from two MotoGP riders, more will follow as and when autographs can be obtained!
The facilities were excellent, particularly the hall lighting, which showed our brightly coloured cars and bikes
off very well. As ever at these shows familiar faces were seen including Phil, Paul G and Simon. As we were
amongst the very few to show automotive subjects, the table was busy with visitors who took interest in how
we done paint schemes, where we’d got kits from and how we achieved the standard of modelling.
Talking of which, after a scan around the room, it was clear to see many modellers had brought along their
best work and this carried over to the competition room. The standard was excellent throughout all of the
classes. Once again I resisted buying any kits or accessories despite the wallet emptying temptations around
the hall!
The Avon show is without doubt one of the best organised and run shows in the country and well worth a visit.

Seen in competition

Seen in competition
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CHIPS WITH THAT SIR? BY PETE SMITH
At our August Meeting Pete braved a hour and a half drive to give us a talk on his modelling techniques. Here
Pete sums up..
After a very kind invitation from Tony Adams to come down and give a little talk and demo of my weathering
techniques I made my way down from deepest Devizes to the clubs meeting venue making a detour on route
to fill up on some rather nice fish and chips.
Once safely parked up I met Tony and Paul and was quickly sorted out with tables for the display. After setting
up my stuff and discovering my airbrush was still safely stored in Devizes it was time for a much needed cup of
tea and a chat with the many members who attended that night.
Once under way there where a few hiccups namely the speed in which everything including oils dried! Never
mind I am sure the ideas where put across!
We covered the preparation of the model and undercoating then went onto pre shading with and without an
airbrush as well as colour coats and the various intensities of these. Post shading was next using my usual
method of well thinned Tamiya smoke as well as the inclusion of other colours including other shades of
tamiya clear colours. We also covered gloss coats and filters and oils including pin washes.
Something that is quite confusing as we discussed. An oil wash is a wash of thinned oils using white spirit etc
which covers the whole model and a pin wash is a specific wash which is used around raised and recessed
details to add shadow or lighten details depending on the colours used.
We also discussed the fabled Marmite method! As well as the salt method and then went onto matt varnishes
including using Johnson’s Klear and Tamiya flat base. Just to remind you my usual mix for a nice flat finish is
20/80 flat base and Klear.
Next up was pigments and the various effects which can be achieved and lastly we covered metallic effects.
During the demo I referred to the models which I had bought with me as they all displayed the many methods I
employ.
I hope that everyone was able to take something away from the demo and give it a go. I am by no means an
expert modeller and I am constantly learning new methods and trying new ideas, some work and some are a
total failure! But that’s modelling for you.
I would like to say thank you for inviting me and making me feel most welcome and I look forward to seeing
you all at the various shows both our clubs attend. If anyone would like advice or has any questions I am
always happy to help and I will add my email at the end. I would also recommend joining one of the many
modelling forums on the net at the moment as they can be a great source of information and help.

All the best
Pete Smith
IPMS SALISBURY

Email= Petesmith1554@aol.com
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HEALTH AND SAFETY FOR MODELLERS BY RUSSELL EDEN
After my recent trips to Hospital someone said it would be good if I did a little article for the newsletter.
As most of you will know I had a rather large mishap with a scalpel recently. I was trimming a piece of exhaust
from my Skyline kit and slipped. The scalpel had a fresh blade in it and I was ignoring all the safety rules. With
all the scars I have, you’d have thought I’d have learnt by now. Alas I fear not. The injury was bad enough for a
hospital visit: at 10pm on a Friday not a fun prospect. After one operation, 18 external and numerous internal
stitches, a sliced nerve and tendon and 3 weeks off work I’m back, hopefully wiser.
So here are a couple of rules I shall now be adhering to in future –
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

Always, always cut away from yourself – we all do it the wrong way sometimes.
If it is possible use a razor saw over a scalpel – a safer option.
If the item will fit, use a vice to hold it rather than your fingers – I’ve now dug mine out and it’s a lot
easier, and safer.
Don’t model too late in the evening either. Being single and not having much to do I get tempted at
odd hours of the day and night, ‘just five more minutes then I’ll stop’! As I’ve said before patience is
not one of my virtues.
If you break a blade and it goes ping – look for it before moving, unless you want to step on it like
Tony did!

As I got signed off work for 3 weeks I had to find something to occupy my time. Watching DVDs, reading and
walking only entertained me for so long. I discovered I could do some basic modelling even with a bandaged
hand so my Humvee is now nearly finished. Malcolm was off whilst I was off so we had a few trips out – he
drove and paid fuel and food.
Trip 1 was to Tangmere Military Aviation Museum. It
costs a measly £6 to get in and we spent a good 3
hours there. They a small collection of aircraft
including 2 Meteors, 2 Hunters, 2 replica Spitfires, a
Sea Vixen, a Lockheed T33, a Vampire, a Phantom
and a stunning Lightning. They also have a nearly
restored Ferret armoured car. After wandering
round the aircraft, both inside and outside it was
time for a mooch round the halls, this took the time
as there’s lots to see and read: lots of local news
articles, films, Battle of Britain and SOE information
with lots of uniforms, hand weapons, spy kit and so on. There are also lots of models to stare at too, ranging
from fairly appalling to stunning. To keep young ones occupied there are various simulators and lots of
educational stuff too.
Check out their website ‐ http://www.tangmere‐museum.org.uk ‐ highly recommended for a visit.
Trip 2 was to LSA Models in Hove, near Brighton. 45miles from me, and probably a bit further for most
members. I ordered some etch for my Humvee from LSA a while back but I like a good mooch so Malcolm and I
headed over there. Parking is a bit of a nightmare but with 2 hours on our ticket we had just about enough
time to go through most of his stock. This includes a room full of military models, with pretty much all the etch
Eduard make and numerous resin sets by various manufacturers. The next room is full of more resin with the
tools, car and bike kits and lastly though an overcrowded corridor he has a room full of aircraft and ship kits. I
nearly bought a lot of things, but resisted, although the 1/350 Schnellboot would have a lot easier to do for the
model in day comp compared to my Datsun! In the end I came out with a set of Modern figures and a .50cal
gun set with shield for my Humvee. Malcolm wasn’t so restrained and bought a 1/35 tiger and etch set – that’ll
keep him quiet (ish) for a while!
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Overall, if you’re in the area he’s well worth a visit and if you’re lucky like us he might even make you a cup of
tea!
Check out www.lsamodels.co.uk
That’s enough from me. The hand has pretty much healed now, apart from a nice big scar. Apparently chicks
dig scars, so I can always tell them I was in a knife fight – sounds better than modelling!

IN MY SPARE TIME BY TONY ADAMS
I will be running in the Great South Run on
25th October in aid of Simon Says
http://www.simonsays.org.uk. Simon Says was
set up by my sister Sally after the death of her
husband Simon Stanley from cancer in August
2000. Simon was a primary school teacher
working in Southampton and on learning of his
illness the whole school community got
together to raise a considerable amount of
money to support him and his family.
Unfortunately Simon died before much of it
was spent. After Simon’s death Sally found there was little in the way of support service to assist my two
young nephews get over their loss an consequently used the money to establish the charity.
Simon Says aims to help children deal with the aftermath of the death of a parent or sibling. It offers
counselling and support to children and young people to help them understand what has happened and help
them rebuild their lives. In the last nine years it has steady expanded its services helping hundreds of young
people cope with a very difficult period in their lives.
I entered the run under the impression that it was “just” a 10km run (thanks sis) and entered a suitably
comfortable completion time estimate when I registered. Subsequently I was re‐educated to the fact that the
race was in fact 10 miles long! Consequently I expect to be placed “on the grid” next to Paula Radcliff (I hope
she is prepared to run around me).
I am currently under a strict training plan which is mainly focused on surviving the experience. Obviously I
would greatly appreciate sponsorship for my endeavours; donations can be made at
www.justgiving.com/AntAdams
Thanks Tony

TIPS ON THE WEBSITE
I have started a page on the website Getting Started to cover basic modelling tips. It covers buying models and
the tools needed. I would like to expand this to form a comprehensive beginners guide to our hobby and
would like some help. If you could write a short section on a particular modelling technique please let me
know.
Tony
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1/48 EDUARD BRISTOL F.2B THE CROCODILE (PART 2) BY TONY ADAMS
Following on from last month’s magazine this is the blog of the build of my Brisfish that I published on our Web
site as I performed the build. The fuselage had just been joined and primed….

DAY 8: 15TH JUNE
First thing today do was to re‐scribe a couple of panel line over the front cowling , achieved with a piece of
"Dyno tape" as a guide and a Tamiya scriber. I then used Tamiya X7 with a little black to pre‐shade the panel
lines. This was to give the impression of the wooden framework showing through the doped linen.
The first main colour to be sprayed was X‐26 dark green on the engine cowling. I sprayed in very light coats
slowly building up the depth of colour while maintaining some of the pre‐shade.

The bottom of the top wing is the only surface to be unpainted linen. I used Gunze Sangyo H85 well thinned,
spraying lightly over the surface , once again gradually building up the colour. By the time I'd finished I was
really happy with the result. I hope the white goes on as well tomorrow.

DAY 9: 16TH JUNE
The white did indeed go on quite well. I once again used Gunze Sangyo (I'm getting to like the smell ‐ baby!). I
used it well thinned with Gunze Sangyo thinners. Originally I thought I had over done the pre‐shade as after
two coats it was hardly diminished. However the third and fourth coats started to deepen the colour and I was
able to control how much of the pre‐shade showed through.
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DAY 10: 18TH JUNE
Bugger Bugger Bugger Bugger.....
I decided to "just add a little more paint" and ended up tipping the paint
pot over the end of one of the wings, which as it was full of thinners
stripping the paint back to the plastic. I decided to sulk for the rest of
the night...

DAY 11: 20TH JUNE
I rubbed down the wing and gave the affected area a coat of white,
when dry I rubbed it down with micromesh to blend it in to the existing
paint. I then pre‐shaded the area and gave it a top coat of white. By the
end of the evening the wing was back to A1 standard.

DAY 12: 21ST JUNE
I firstly painted some of the ancillary parts, wing and landing gear struts. I gave the propeller a coat of H85
which will act as a base for a wood effect later.
I then set about adding the mask to create the checkerboard pattern. I had expected the mask to be a single
piece that you laid over the surface and had the unpleasant surprise that each square had to be placed
individually , all 100 of them per wing surface!
After half an hour I had completed the top surface of the upper wing. It was then that I noticed I had placed
the mask where I should paint and vice versa. I decided to let sleeping dogs lie ‐ no one will notice unless I tell
them of course!

DAY 13: 22ND JUNE

Another hour spent placing 9mm square pieces of mask on the model and I still haven't finished.

DAY 14: 23RD JUNE
After another 1 1/2 hours of sticking little piece of mask onto the model I have finally got it done. I quick bit of
maths says there are 180 x
9mm2 , 60 x 6mm2 and 56 x
4mm2 pieces of mask ‐ why
did I choose this scheme?
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I burnished the mask with the side of a cocktail stick, hopefully this will stop paint sneaking under the mask. A
little liquid mask was applied to close small gaps between masking piece on different faces, I was now ready
for the paint!
Considering how long the masking took the paint flew on, I used Tamiya X7 Gloss Red thinned by 50% with
Tamiya thinners. Now I have to wait to tomorrow to see if I have something special or whether it will go in the
bin.

DAY 15: 24TH JUNE
I was so excited about what lay under the mask that I woke up early
this morning, and had an extra few minutes before work to start
removing the mask that I had so
painstakingly located. Still I was
very pleased with the result.
When I got home I proceeded to
remove the rest which took well
over an hour. Once done I was
very happy , the checkerboard looked very impressive.
I did a bit more work to the ancillary parts, painting the wheels and cementing the engine cowl. I had to do a
little touch up on the green cowling which I did free hand with my airbrush ( that's something I wouldn't have
dared with my old Premair brush but with my new Iwata TR1 it was a
breeze).
I gave all the main assemblies a good coat of Klear ready for decaling
which I plan to do next then it's on to the final assembly...
Any body guess what this photo is of?

DAY 16: 25TH JUNE
I decided that I would rig the main wings using 0.18mm fishing line. I drilled a 0.25 mm location hole for the
wires in the top wing taking care not to drill all the way through. I had considered gluing the cables to their
location on the bottom wing and then using a heat source to tension the cables but I was worried that I would
end up melting the fishing line. Instead I decided to drill straight through the lower wing in order to thread the
line through, tension it from below and then glue it in place.
Consequently I carefully drilled all the way through the bottom wing. Fortunately all the cabling comes through
"red" areas on the wing which will be much easier to patch up later.
I painted the exhaust pipes red brown and then gave them a coat of MIG pigments rust before giving them a
coat of matt varnish.

DAY 17: 28TH JUNE
After a few days break where I
was busy buying a house I got
back to the project. It was time
for a bit of decaling. I had just
received a bottle of Mr Mark
Settler and Mr Mark Softener
which I was keen to try. The
obvious advantage of these
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products is the sturdy square bottles which won't tip over (unlike MicroSol which I once managed to spill all
over a decal sheet rendering it u/s), also they come with brushes in the lids which stops the confusion over
what brush has what solution on it.
The first decals to tackle were the crocodile teeth on the cowling, these were very thin and needed careful
alignment to repair a couple of rips that appeared during handling.
After a good 30 mins swearing they went in place OK. There is a decal
for the slating covering the radiator which needed plenty of softener to
sit down nicely.
I added the roundels to the top wing (I immediately regretted not
masking the area before I added the red as the check pattern showed
through the thin white decal). I almost made the mistake of locating on
the roundels on the lower wing which would have covered up the holes I had drilled for the rigging.

DAY 18 29TH JUNE
With most of the decals on I sealed them with a coat of Klear and then when dry gave the fuselage a dust of
dark Pro modellers wash. This dirtied up the plane nicely especially around the engine.

DAY 19 30TH JUNE
I gave the fuselage and the top of the lower wing a coat of matt varnish
(there are still decals to go on the upper and underside of the lower
wing so these were left gloss for now) and when dry I glued the lower
wing to the fuselage. It's really starting to look like a plane now.
I created a wood effect on the
wing struts using oil paint over
acrylic "sand". A few small
parts were then glued in
place.
I may be ready to fasten the upper wing in place tomorrow, or at least
start work on a jig to achieve this.

DAY 20: 1ST JULY
Before the upper wing went on, the pilots gun slights in photo etch needed to be glued to the underside of the
wing and the cowl. It would be a miracle if I managed to keep these intact but I couldn't see how I would be
assemble them latter.
I then made a jig to align the struts, this was just an off‐cut of plastic
card that I cut to the wing profile and then drew guidelines from
measurements of the drawings of the instructions to align the struts. I
then glued the struts to the lower wing using the card as a guide. The
fuselage struts (these have a special name that escapes me at the
moment) were then glued in place on the cowling
Test fitting the wing , it seemed to line up fine. There then followed
almost two hours of swearing as I tried to glue the upper wing. I tried to glue the centre struts first before
easing the wing struts into place. I soon found that nothing lined up. I could get the centre struts glued and
some of the wing struts but not every thing at the same time. I found myself going round in circles as I twisted
the wing to get the port outer wing struts glued only to find that the starboard ones had "popped" and vice
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versa. I almost had it and then the whole wing came away in my hand. I finished the night with the wing in
place held with masking tape attached by approx half the struts.

DAY 21: 2ND JULY
With some trepidation I resumed the struggle. Leaving the glue to set overnight seemed to help and along with
a lower frustration level I managed to get the remaining struts in place. The wing did have a slight twist when
viewed from above so I used clamps to straighten it out. I the left it overnight.

DAY 22: 4TH JULY
I didn't have the time or the inclination to start the rigging so I contented myself in building the Lewis gun
mount and gun. The tail skid was painted and given the wood effect treatment and the exhausts were glued in
place.

DAY 23: 5TH JULY
I built the under carriage, which fitted through the lower wing to glue to the fuselage. Once complete the
model seemed to stand very high. I went and got on with some other jobs around the house still troubled,.
After about an hour I returned to take another look at the instructions only to find I had glued the whole
assembly on back to front!
Careful breaking of the glue joint and reassembly followed, giving a much improved (and less troubling result).

DAY 24: 6TH JULY
I have been putting this off as I knew the rigging would make or break
this model. However I now only have 8 days before the competition so I
better crack on.
I used 0.18mm fishing line for the wing rigging, which looks to scale. The
first job was to colour it with a black indelible marker which I achieved
by putting the pen on top of the line and a piece of paper and the
drawing the line through.
Starting at the outer wing struts I tied the line to the top of the strut holding in place with a little cyno. The two
ends were then fed to the bottom of the next strut and fed through
the hole in the lower wing. This was repeated for all the rigging in
the outer wing. Once I had fed all the rigging through the holes I
used a pair of surgical clamps to tension the line while I dropped a
drop of glue in the hole (along with some cyno accelerator). The
process was repeated for the other wing outer and then the inner
pair of rigging sets. Once completed (after about two hours) I had a
very impressive, neat and taught set of rigging lines.

DAY 25: 7TH JULY
I cleaned up the rigging holes on the underside of the wing. This was
not too easy as the marker pen black had run a bit into the glue and
was not easy to cover with white paint. After a few coats I was
reasonably happy (as long as nobody picks the model up to have a
close look all will be fine). I applied the roundels to the underside of
the wing which conveniently covered up some of the holes.
I then completed the majority of the tail rigging lines.
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DAY 26: 9TH JULY
I finished off the gunners Lewis machine gun , with a brush with Tamiya gunmetal powder and built the gun
mount ( with the excellent photo etch elevation ratchets). I painted the wheels (using the supplied masks) , the
hubs being Sand and the tyres X‐54 Medium Gray.

DAY 27: 10TH JULY
The wheels and tail skid were glued in place before a heavy wash of Promodellers black ( which seems to have
congealed into a thick paste in the bottle) and brown. I made the under sides fairly dirty as the aircraft would
be operating from a grass (and mud field). Once dry I removed the excess wash with a q‐tip. I then added a bit
more wash where required (repeat n times). When I was happy I gave the whole aircraft a coat of matt varnish
( Tamiya clear with a good helping of flat base).
The propeller was given a base coat of Sand and when dry sealed with Klear.

DAY 28: 11TH JULY
I masked off the propeller with thin strip of Tamiya tape in order to try and create a laminated effect. I then
painted the exposed areas with Burnt Umber oil paint ( with a little Liquin) , as this was drying I used a stiff
brush to create the wood effect. I was running out of things to do , so I tied my work bench!

DAY 29: 12TH JULY
I was not particularly happy when I removed the mask , the light wood areas were too light and the prop didn't
loot natural. So I decided to paint the light areas with oils, again using burnt umber but this time adding a little
yellow. This was left to dry (with my fingers well and truly crossed)

DAY 31: 13TH JULY
The prop turned out very well !!! Happy days... It was given a coat of
Klear to create a varnished look and the was boss painted Alcad
chrome. When dry it was glued to the airframe. I had a quick inspection
of the instructions and found I had missed attaching a small impeller to
the landing gear (Airspeed indicator?), when it was attached I was
done!
The model is now ready for the club competition tomorrow night, (talk
about
cutting
it
fine).
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POSTSCRIPT
The model achieved 2nd prize in the St George Competition being beaten by Russell’s excellent SAS jeeps.
I now plan to make a diorama base for the model, for which I have purchased a Eduard WWI ground crew set,
which I have made a start on. I may get around to detailing that here... I hope to get it complete for the Annual
competition.
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BOURNEMOUTH AIRSHOW BY TONY ADAMS
On 23rd August I attended the Bournemouth Air Festival for the first time, with my partner and Daughter. We
arrived at around 12am and after taking advantage of the park and ride scheme, deposited ourselves on East
Overcliff between the two piers. Here we had a splendid view of the display airspace. As we awaited the start
of proceedings the sun came out which was a pleasant surprise for this summer.
The display started with the Royal Marines assaulting the beach,
which we couldn’t see! Then the air display started in earnest.
First up was the Dorset Air ambulance followed quickly by the
Yakovlevs, a display team of four Russian Yak 52s who produced
a very impressive display. I was now very happy with my
location , the height of the cliff put us almost level with the base
flight path of the aircraft. I was using a 210mm lens with a
doubler on my Nikon D50 which did produce a level of zoom
that got me right into the action. The down side was that I had
to shoot with on manual with a low f stop in order to get a high
enough shutter speed to freeze the action. As you can see the
photos didn’t come out to bad.
A RAF T1 Hawk was next up, this year’s scheme has a large RAF
roundel on the underside ( Extra Decal have recently released
the scheme). The planned jump of the RAF falcon parachute
team was unfortunately cancelled due to the wind (whimps!)
but the disappointment was soon forgotten as the BBMF
Lancaster thundered in from the horizon. It did several circuits ,
one with the bomb bay open ( I must finish my Lancaster soon).
This was followed by a display by an ( surprising loud) RAF
Chinook which was remarkably agile for such a large machine.
A lone P40 Kittyhawk then put on a fairly intense acrobatic display for such a venerable aircraft. This was
followed by B‐17 Sally B on its first display of the year following a number of technical problems – boy she
looked good. For her final flypast she was joined by a Spitfire (MH434) and Mustang (Ferocious Frankie) which
went on to give a paired flying display as well as individual displays ( I think the Mustang shaved the
competition).
The Royal Naval helicopter display team (black cats) in a couple of Lynxs put on a very competent display (the
B‐17 was a hard act to follow). The Red Ball Matadors (2 x Sukhoi 26) were next giving an amazing aerobatic
display. My Daughter was the very impressed by the next display, the Guinot team of two Stearman’s plus
female wing walkers, how they managed to hold on to their contortionist positions as they looped the loop I
do not know.
There then came the high light of the show as far as I was concerned as the Avro Vulcan thundered into view. I
think my view was shared by the majority of the crowd from the comments I heard from those around me. She
was fantastic, beautiful astonishing etc , etc.
As the show reached its climax a RAF Typhoon became the nosiest display as it thundered into the now
gathering clouds on full reheat. There “just” remained the Red Arrows to give a typically professional display
to close the day.
For a free airshow the day was fantastic and I will certainly be there next year.
My photos didn’t turn out too bad. See the next couple of pages.
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1979 YAMAHA YZR500 (PART 2) BY PAUL ADAMS
After painting the swingarm in Alcad Aluminium, the ends were masked up ready for further painting and
shading. The moulded‐in chain adjusters are nothing to shout about but will suffice for this out of the box
build. They were painted with Humbrol gun metal and then shaded using Humbrol steel. I also added further
shading to various areas of the arm and shock body, which adds some interest to an otherwise bland paint job.
I picked this technique up from fellow bike builder Andy Wright, who uses it to great effect on his bikes that
appear in TMMI. I then added the spring and retaining clip to the shock and it was complete. The chain and
sprocket were painted up using Alcad steel and Humbrol steel. A wash with Tamiya smoke and a little
drybrushing blended everything in nicely.

[1]

[2]

Last month I got the basic painting done on the engine, again with it looking rather bland. I carried out some
detail painting to the water coolant feeds, painted the very basic looking clutch and added a wash to it all using
Humbrol gun metal. I then set about painting the carburettors. These were moulded in the awful black plastic
and took a disproportionate amount of time to clean up, given their size. I used Alclad paints to achieve the
metal finishes and a mix of Tamiya acylics for the ‘cap’. Once attached, they were given a wash with
Promodeller ‘dirt’, which was blended and rubbed off for a nice used finish. I highlighted some areas with
drybrushing with Humbrol flat aluminium and a wide brush. The carbs were also treated to some fine steel
wire and cables to replicate the throttle cables. Here is everything installed along with the swingarm [1, 2,3]

[3]

[4]

The wheels had been painted for sometime, so it was onto the brake discs to complete them. I’ve never been
satisfied with my attempts to replicate a steel disc face, so I had a good look around to find some inspiration.
The face always looks shiny, almost like a polished steel effect provided by Alclad. Using this however meant
painting the faces with gloss black and eliminating some of the fine detail. Andy Wright once again had an
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interesting approach and using my Pitwalk reference book too, I sprayed the discs with grey primer and loaded
the airbrush with Humbrol Metalcote Steel and airbrushed the centre of each one which was then masked off.
I then polished the primer coat on the disc face using 3000 grit micromesh and airbrushed Alclad aluminium.
After further masking to the inner mounting ring of the disc and with the disc mounted on a cocktail stick and
secured with a little liquid masking fluid, I remounted the disc onto my hobby drill. Loading the airbrush once
more with the Metalcote steel, I spun the disc and faded two lines of steel on the face, fading the first from the
centre and the second from the outer edge of the disc. I repeated the same on the inside face too. I allowed
the steel to dry for 30 minutes and then powered up the drill once more and buffed the steel paint with a soft
duster. The resultant finish outweighs anything I’ve achieved before and looks very effective once the disc was
mounted on the wheel. I repeated the same process for the rear disc too. [4]
The forks were cleaned up and primered before being given a coat of Alclad Duraluminium. The calipers were
airbrushed Humbrol Metalcote Gunmetal and gently polished using a soft brush offering a natural highlight
finish. I used Tamiya smoke to help give the forks some added depth. I noticed that the forks are inaccurate
when comparing the kit with my references. I have yet to see a 1987‐80 Yamaha with this type calliper bracket
and additions to the fork legs. [5]
Finally for this month the handlebar assembly is done with the exception of some photo‐etch boltheads. The
lack of sophistication on early machines really shows here. The whole thing was given a coat a Zero black and
it was simply a case of masking off the correct areas before Duraluminium was used again to match the forks.
Humbrol flat black was thinned slightly and brush painted on the grips, followed up with some minor washing
to the whole thing. [6]
I’m nearly the end of the painting sequence and final construction beckons. Next month this one should be
complete.

[5]

[6]
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AND NOW FOR SOMETHING COMPLETELY DIFFERENT (PART2)…. BY RUSSELL EDEN
ITASHA NISSAN SKYLINE R32
I left last months write up wondering what colour to paint the car. I had a vague idea of what I wanted, a light
silvery blue. Paul Adams bought a colour to work for me to see; unfortunately it was too silvery for my liking so
I wandered off to Halfords on a mission. I found a few colours I liked , in the end going for Vauxhall Sapphire
Blue, which ended up darker than I thought but I liked it and it was lighter than the Lamborghini blue, which
was the main idea.
By now the primer had dried and was ready for a coat of paint. This went on surprisingly well – I’ve steered
clear of car kits since my Mercury was such a nightmare.
I then applied a second coat and left it
to dry overnight. Paul recommended a
coat of lacquer before applying the
decals so I gave it a coat of Humbrol
gloss , BAD MOVE, it went very dull.
Halford’s and Humbrol paints do not
mix – bugger – now what? I thought
about stripping the paint and ended
up giving it another coat of blue and
after another trip to Halfords, a coat
of Halfords clear, this came out ok, if a
bit heavy, phew – rescued!

First coat of blue paint.

ON TO THE FUN BIT – THE DECALS.
These needed a bit of work before fitting; the Lamborghini they were designed for is longer with a higher tail‐
end than the Skyline. I cut each of the side decals in half to begin with so they would fit better. I then cut out
all the decals to check sizes and positions. The tribal designs were cut into smaller bits where possible, to ease
fitment , these were to be applied first.
OK, here goes: the very front tribal design was first dipped in water, it took about 20 seconds to come off the
backing paper, all ok so far. Carefully using tweezers I placed it roughly in position and using a thick flat
paintbrush I manoeuvred it into final position. No trouble so far, I’m impressed. I then gave it a coat of
MicroSol so that the decal fitted into the panel lines and moved onto the next decal. The tribal decals went on
fine, even the long ones. This was fun compared to cracking decal nightmare of the Mercury I had previously
built. These were left to dry for a couple of hours interspersed with a couple of coats of MicroSol.
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Impressed with how easy to work with the
decals were, I moved onto the bonnet. One
more decal before bed I said to myself, this
was Sunday evening after all! The bonnet
decal is the biggest of the car so could have
given problems. My only trouble was not
enough water under the decal as they dry
and stick quite quickly. The decal went on
beautifully and once in place I ran a fresh
scalpel down the bonnet lines to trim it –
no problem. I gave it a coat of MicroSol to
make it form over the bonnet bulges and
left it to dry. ‘Looking good’ I thought. I had
an hour to kill before “Mock The Week” so
I got carried away, have I mentioned
before that I’m impatient? I then fitted the
Slightly blurry shot of the tribal decals.
right hand side girlie decal. This was going
to make or break the decals, as there are lots of different angles for it to mould to.

The bonnet decal.

The righthand side decal

Luckily these were easier than I could have hoped for, the decal went in place fine and given a couple of coats
of MicroSol it started to conform to the body. I trimmed under the wheel arch and down the door line and
finally left it alone for the night.
After work the next evening I got on with fitting the other side decals. This was more difficult as I was going to
use the robot cut from the righthand decal and overlaid the trimmed down lefthand decal over it. Fingers
crossed, I got the robot in place and realised part of it covered the door handle – eek! Carefully removing the
decal back onto the backing paper I trimmed it and re‐applied it, have I said how impressed I was with these
decals? A quick coat of MicroSol and I placed the girlies into position. Another coat of MicroSol and the sides
were finished, well nearly; I added the GTR, AGE and GoodSmile Racing decals for a bit of alternative colour.
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Two more evenings later and the decals
were all fitted. Phew! Paul kindly
volunteered to give the body a coat of
2‐pack clear whilst he was on holiday to
seal the decals and make it all nice and
shiny – cheers Paul.
That left me with the interior to finish
and the glass to paint.

The lefthand side decal.

Finished decals.

To be continued next month.
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STUG B PART 3 BY RUSSELL EDEN

I last looked at the Stug a month ago. I was still waiting for the front stowage to arrive. It did, eventually.
During this time I got on with the figures. After painting several and working out where they were going on the
base I came to the conclusion that they were under scale ( Big time). A Stug mudguard should come halfway
up a man’s chest, unfortunately it came to the necks on the Tamiya figures. Most people probably wouldn’t
notice but I would and not being happy about it, I scrapped them. A bit of a set back I will admit.
After going on line looking at 48th scale figures I could find none loading shells so the whole original concept of
having the Stug being reloaded was shelved.
The front Stowage arrived, was painted and attached to the Stug. I found some 1/72 etch chain and ran it
through the tracks on the front to show how it was held in place – fitting stowage is ok but needs to be
mounted realistically. Two cut down twigs were mounted on top to hide a moulding error where the rope
didn’t come out.
I have lots of wooden bases for the 48th
scale tanks that I will be building. I choose
to use one of these and planned to have
the Stug driving across the Russian Steppe
with crew in the two open hatches. After a
bit of browsing I came across a set of
Squad48 Panzer IV crew that looked the
part. I ordered these and got on with the
base.
The base is sculpted using filler, laid
thinner than the jeep diorama (see the
August edition of the Romsey Modeller) to
avoid cracking. I waited over an hour for it
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to set, enough to use a bit of track pressed into it to get some decent track marked in the mud. Whilst it was
setting I used some of the long grass that Paul Adams loaned me to get some grass tufts – this stuff is a
nightmare to use, and since then have found a much easier way of tufting – more on that later.
With the base sculpted I painted it a base colour of brown and glued the Stug in place. On one of my walks in
the woods after work I came across some tiny ferns, which looked perfect 48th scale. With my pockets full of
twigs and ferns I headed off to decorate my base. I used one twig and a selection of the ferns but it still looked
bare. Onto the net again then. I eventually found some grass tufts for railways. These are stunning and so easy
to use – check out ‐ http://www.internationalmodels.net/acatalog/Silflor_Tufts.html
With these glued in place I gave the base and Stug several coats of mud with MIG pigments. I lost a lot of the
detail on the Stug but it looks better for a splattering of mud.
The crew were resin so after trimming any casting
blocks and flash off were given a wash and a coat of
primer. They were painted in Field Grey – Panzer
crews wore black, Stug crews wore grey as they
were attached to artillery divisions. After painting
the flesh tones and eventually getting the eyes right
they looked pretty good. I called them Stroppy &
Pointy, for obvious reasons!
With them glued in place with a couple of extra bits
of stowage the Stug was complete – not quite how I
expected but a good result nether the less.
I have a 48th scale M10 as my next project, after I’ve done my Humvee & Skyline.
No rest for the avid modeller….

IN NEXT MONTHS ROMSEY MODELLER
It’s always difficult to precisely predict in fact this issue has little in common with what I published last month,
anyway peering into my crystal ball:
Part 4 of Pat’s Canberra build
Quick Build Hobby Boss Mustang III
Paul’s Yamaha YZR500
Review of Fine Moulds Star Wars Snowspeeder kit
The rest is open to contributions
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CLUB DIARY

September 6

Build a Model in a Day

September 16

Club Night

September 19

IPMS Farnborough Model Show

October 3

Visit to Bovington Tank Museum

October 17

Yeovilton Autumn Model Show

October 21

Club Night

November 18

Annual Competition

November 22

Middle Wallop Model Show

December 16

Xmas Night and Prize Giving
Next Meeting: Wednesday September 16th (8pm to 10pm)

Ampfield Village Hall
Morleys Lane
Romsey
Hampshire
SO51 9BJ

Thank you to this month’s contributors to this publication
Pete Smith
Roger Doswell
Keith Farmer
Paul Guppy

Paul Adams
Richard Stewart
Russell Eden
Vic Short
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wwww.romseymodellers.co.uk

Editor
Competitions
Treasurer

Tony Adams
Paul Adams
Vic Short

Tel: 01794 519153 email: tony@romseymodellers.co.uk
Tel: 02380 398858
Tel: 01794 511843
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